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a b s t r a c t 

Learning styles are strongly connected with learning and when it comes to acquiring new knowledge, 

attention is one the most important mechanisms. The learner’s attention affects learning results and can 

define the success or failure of a student. When students are carrying out learning activities using new 

technologies, it is extremely important that the teacher has some feedback from the students’ work in 

order to detect potential learning problems at an early stage and then to choose the appropriate teaching 

methods. In this paper we present a nonintrusive distributed system for monitoring the attention level 

in students. It is especially suited for classes working at the computer. The presented system is able 

to provide real-time information about each student as well as information about the class, and make 

predictions about the best learning style for a student using an ensemble of neural networks. It can be 

very useful for teachers to identify potentially distracting events and this system might be very useful to 

the teacher to implement more suited teaching strategies. 

© 2017 Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 

Education, training, skills development, and learning are pro-

cesses that are continuously performed since we are born. These

characteristics and the ability to learn and teach, allow us to grow

up as a person. Besides, learning is inevitably linked to the His-

tory of Humanity, to its construction as a social being capable of

adapting to new situations. Learning can be defined as the act of

acquiring knowledge, behaviors, abilities, standards or preferences

and the study of learning has been closely linked to the develop-

ment of psychology as a science [1] . 

In a traditional learning environment the student and the

teacher are the key elements in the classroom. In environments in

which technologies exist, the teacher plays an essential role in pro-

viding an engaging learning and teaching environment. Together,

teacher and students take a set of physical, social, emotional, men-

tal characteristics, and needs to the classroom. These features in-

fluence the way that one relates with the other and consequently

affect the way the learning process will progress. Teacher is able

to learn about necessities and educational philosophy as well the

nature of his/her students; this will improve the teacher’s position

to facilitate student’s learning. 
∗ Corresponding author. 
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For these reasons, the school must create systems that are capa-

le of involving students and capture their attention. Advances in

omputers and wireless technologies have also had an impact on

he educational setting, thus generating a new approach for Am-

ient Intelligent Systems (AmI systems). The rapid development of

hese technologies combined with the access to content in a wide

ariety of settings, allows learners to experience new learning sit-

ations beyond the school’s walls. 

In the last years, the school has introduced computer-based

raining or networked based learning in order to improve the field

f AmI systems [2] . These systems must have the following fea-

ures: context awareness and context adaptively. The definition of

ontext awareness denotes that the pedagogical progress and the

ontext that are provided to the learning environment should be

ware of the situations in which the learner actually is. The con-

ext of adaptively refers to the idea that different learning context

hould be adaptable to the particular setting in which the learner

s situated [3] . Using artificial neural network (ANN) it’s possible

o perform actions for a student and access to information, based

n requirements or student profile. In addition, the ANN can be a

ecommendation system that interacts and represents the student

n the system in order to choose relevant items according to their

eeds and preferences. 

Scientific studies have shown the influence of different states

f attention on student learning [4–6] . These indicators are useful

o predict the behavior of a student and identify potential learning

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2017.05.091
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roblems in the class. By using behavioral biometrics, especially

eystroke and mouse dynamics, it is possible to analyze: the type

f the task performed by each user; the time spent performing

t; as well the level of attentiveness on the task. With this infor-

ation it is also possible for classifiers to distinguish situations in

hich each student shows signs of attentiveness and where higher

r lower levels of attentiveness are measured [7] . 

This technique is based only on the observation of the usage

f the mouse and the keyboard, which allows an assessment of

he student’s performance. Consequently, we considered both non-

nvasive and non-intrusive approaches. In this way we can appli-

ate this technique to develop attention level and management ini-

iatives in the context of learning activities, allowing teachers to

erceive student’s state of mind and adjust teaching process to the

tudent’s needs and behavior. 

The target of this paper is to propose architecture of an AmI

ystem aimed at capturing and measuring the level of students’ at-

entiveness in real scenarios and dynamically provide recommen-

ations to the teacher. The students can learn in a relatively anony-

ous environment without the embarrassment of failure and/or

ocio-cultural prejudice from personal contact. All the students get

he same standardized set of learning materials from the learning

ctivities using technologies in an environment. The student usage

f the learning materials can be monitored and in an early stage

t’s possible to discover if the student dropout and counteractive

upport can be offered. These environments can be used to give

nstant feedback from student’s level of attention. 

. Theoretical foundations 

It is crucial to improve learning process and mitigate problems

hat might occur in an environment with learning technologies.

earning theories provide insights into the very complex processes

nd factors that influence learning and provide precious informa-

ion that can be used to design instruction that will produce prime

esults. 

Being a cognitive process, attention is strongly connected with

earning [4] . When it comes to acquiring new knowledge, attention

an be considered one of the most important mechanisms [5] . The

evel of learner’s attention affects learning results. The lack of at-

ention can define the success of a student. In learning activities,

ttention is also very important to perform these tasks in an effi-

ient and adequate way. 

When students are using technology, and especially when

e/she is connected to the Internet, distractions can occur. This

appens because they have access to messages from chats, so-

ial networks, emails, and other applications like music applica-

ions and news sites, which can be more attractive to students.

oreover, these applications can constantly run in the background.

hen these activities are prolonged for a long period of time they

ay negatively affect the student’s level of attention [8] . 

.1. Attention 

The concept of attention has had different definitions since the

ineteenth century, but there is no universally accepted definition

f attention. Although, there is a diversity of disciplines that study

t. Initially, it was only a study field of psychology. However, in re-

ent years it was object of study in different areas including biol-

gy, education science, psychiatry, and computer science [9] . With

he existence of these multiple sets of disciplines that study atten-

ion, its definition diverges depending on the field of study. For ex-

mple, we can differentiate the concept of attention in human be-

ngs and machines. In humans, attention is processed in the brain

hile in machines there is a processor unit with a certain mem-

ry capacity that will process data. As with the brain, computers
hould analyze more and more data, but unlike the brain they do

ot or do rarely, “pay attention” [10] to the data. 

Most recently, the concept of attention is commonly used ei-

her to describe the active selection of information from the en-

ironment or the processing of information from internal sources

7,11] . 

Attention is the cognitive process of focusing on one aspect of

he environment while disregarding others. “Pay attention!” is a

hrase repeated by so many teachers all over world [12] . Attention

s the first step in the learning process. Students cannot learn, un-

erstand, or even remember if they do not listen properly, so, they

ill fail in the learning process. For almost everyone it is easy to

ay attention to subjects or things that are interesting or stimulat-

ng to them. 

.2. Features that influence attention 

Generally, there are some factors that influence the level of at-

ention including stress, mental fatigue, anxiety, emotions, differ-

nt environment and human health [13] . 

Stress may have a positive or negative influence. On the one

and it is generally accepted that stressful events increase the level

f attention [14–18] . On the other hand, there are cases in which

tressful events cause depression or aging [19] . 

When some activities are prolonged for a long period of time,

ur brain may feel over headed with such amount of information,

nd this leads to a potential emergence of mental fatigue, which

ecreases the level of the students’ attention. 

A substantial literature shows that anxiety affects perceptual

nd related processes of attention [20] . Anxiety has an impact on

ognition and attention because it is often associated with adverse

ffects on attention of cognitive tasks [21] . 

Finally, health problems, mood, and the surrounding environ-

ent can also influence the level of attentiveness. Fig. 1 presents a

esign of factors that influence attention [7] . 

.3. Learning styles 

A learning style is the method that allows an individual to learn

est. Different people learn in different ways, each one preferring a

ifferent learning style. Everyone has a mix of learning styles, but

ome people may find that they have a dominant style of learning.

thers may find that they have different learning styles in differ-

nt circumstances. There are several models developed by several

uthors that try to represent the way people learn [22] . 

Previous research suggests that, in the context of learning activ-

ties, different learning styles can influence learning performance.

earning styles are also considered one of the more important fac-

ors influencing learning [23] . 

Some researchers have argued that learning style is also a suit-

ble indicator of potential learning success because it provides in-

ormation about individual differences in learning preferences and

nformation-processing [24,25] . 

Learning style not only specifies how a student learns and likes

o learn, but it can also help a teacher to adapt to individual

tudents, so that they might learn successfully. When teacher’s

ethodologies do not support a specific learning style, student will

nd it more difficult to learn and acquire knowledge. When stu-

ents are doing learning activities using new technologies, it is ex-

remely important that teacher has feedback from the students’

ork in order to detect potential learning problems at an early

tage so he can choose the appropriate teaching methods. 

Learning styles can be defined as cognitive, affective, and phys-

ological features that serve as relatively stable indicators of how

earners perceive interaction and respond to their learning envi-

onments [26] . 
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Fig. 1. Conceptualization of the set of factors that influence attention [7] . 

Table 1 

Five dimensions of learning styles [27] . 

Definitions Dimensions Definitions 

Do Active Reflexive Think 

Learn facts Sensitive Intuitive Learn concepts 

Needs drawings Visual Verbal Needs read or dissertations 

Derive facts from facts Inductive Deductive Derive results from principles 

Step to step Local Global Global framework 
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Learning is improved if the teacher has a system that can de-

tect and classify the learning preferences of students and provide

advice from potential learning problems at an early stage in order

to choose the most appropriate teaching methods. 

Identifying learning styles can be fundamental in order to per-

sonalize learning models. Table 1 describes the 5 dimensions of

learning styles [27] . 

In dimensions Active/Reflexive, active experimentation involves

doing something with the information, discussing it, explaining it,

or testing it in some way. Reflective observation involves examin-

ing and manipulating the information introspectively. 

In dimensions Sensitive/Intuitive, sensing includes observing

and gathering data through the senses. Intuition involves indi-

rect perception by way of the unconscious-speculation, imagina-

tion, and hunches. 

In dimensions Visual/Verbal, visual learners remember best

what they see: pictures, diagrams, flow charts, time lines, films,

and demonstrations. Verbal learners remember what they hear and

better what they hear and then say. 

In dimensions Inductive/Deductive, induction is a reasoning

progression that precedes from particulars events (observations,

measurements, and data) to generalities (governing rules, laws, and

theories). Deduction proceeds in the opposite direction. In induc-

tion one infers principles and in opposite, (deduction) one deduces

consequences. 

In dimensions Local/Global, local learners follow linear reason-

ing processes when solving problems; global learners make intu-

itive leaps and may be unable to explain how they came up with

solutions. 

2.4. Neural network 

In the last years, the ANN was used to control design tech-

niques and several interesting solutions have been presented for

the nonlinear systems [28,29] . Another characteristic is the less rel-

atively requiring information of the system dynamics, neural net-
orks turn out to be a clever move. For this reason, ANN have

een proven to be capable of approximating various nonlinear

unctions to any desired degree of accuracy under certain condi-

ions [30,31] . 

An ANN can be a recommendation system, which interacts with

heir student to learn and continually modify the student’s profile

epresenting their preferences and choose which items should be

elevance to the student. The support for students through ANN

an be given in different ways, such as the suggestion of educa-

ional resources that fit or adapted their characteristics, which is

t the same time the general objective of the recommendation sys-

ems. 

Some research in learning environments used educational rec-

mmender systems to deliver learning objects according to the

tudent’s characteristics, preferences and learning needs [32] . In

ddition, they argue that the development of concrete evaluation

rameworks of ANN may focus on incorporating as many evalua-

ion dimensions as possible. These dimensions can address peda-

ogical dimensions, or on combining a variety of evaluation meth-

ds, metrics, and instruments. 

There are several data mining algorithms, however for this

tudy we focus on MLP and SVM classifiers. 

MLP classifier: Multilayer Perception (MLP) system models are

 system designs, used in a large variety of applications. MLP net-

ork is one or more layers between input and output layer. Three

nique characteristics of MLP are: each neuron in the network in-

ludes a nonlinear activation function; hidden neurons are not part

f the input or output layer of the network; and the network dis-

lays a high degree of connectivity. 

SVM classifier: Support Vector Machine is a supervised learn-

ng technique for data search, pattern acceptance, and classification

ased on statistical learning theory. SVM classification creates an

-dimensional hyper plane and separates the data into two cate-

ories: Linear SVM and Non-linear SVM. Linear SVM classifier sepa-

ates the data points used to a linear decision boundary. Non-linear

VM classifier separates the data points used to a non-linear deci-

ion boundary. 

. System approach 

In this section, we provide an overview on the AmI system used

or our proposal. This AmI system needs to be trained in order

o obtain the learning style of each student. The algorithms used

or training the ANN were MLP and SVM classifier. Moreover, the

mI system proposed uses several sources of knowledge to gener-

te recommendations for the students, namely the data collected
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the system. 
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rom the peripheral devices. This data was used for training the

ystem so that he can estimate the learning style of the student’s

lass and recommend. 

.1. Architecture 

While the student conscientiously interacts with the system

nd takes his/her decisions and actions, a parallel and transparent

rocess takes place in which the AmI system uses the information.

ontent and link structures can be adapted to better achieve these

oals, although the knowledge level and learning styles better de-

ne users. 

The system uses three main elements to complete the process:

a) data collected about the student, (b) user model inferred from

he collected data, and (c) adaptation tools that advice the teacher.

The architecture of the proposed AmI system, presented in

ig. 2 , depicts the process through which the system operates. It

s possible to divide it into three major parts: data generating de-

ices, cloud, and client. 

The devices where students work have software that generates

aw data. These devices store the raw data locally until it is syn-

hronized with the web server in the cloud, which occurs at regu-

ar intervals (normally 5 minutes). The cloud is composed of three

ayers: storage, analytics, and profile classification. 

In the storage layer the raw data received from the data gener-

ting devices is stored in a data store engine. 

The analytic layer provides powerful tools for performing an-

lytics and static analyses in real-time. The system calculates, at

egular intervals, an estimation of the general level of performance

nd attention of each student. This is made by the retrieved data

ollected in the database and due to the rules defined for the task

by the teacher) calculates the time that each student spent on the

ask. This layer also contains a ANN that, using the data collected

rom the peripheral devices, estimates the learning style of each

tudent. 
The classification profile layer is where the indicators are inter-

reted. For example, interpreting data from the attentiveness in-

icators and building the meta-data, that will support decision-

aking. When the system has a sufficiently large dataset that al-

ows making classifications with precision, it will classify the in-

uts received into different attention levels in real-time and pro-

ide a learning style for each student. This layer has access to the

urrent and historical state of the group from a global perspective,

ut it can also refer to each student individually, creating each stu-

ent’s learning profile. Profile classification is also a very impor-

ant aspect to have control of since it allows carrying out analyses

ithin longer time frames. This information will be used by an-

ther sub-module, the affective adaptive agent, to provide relevant

nformation to the platform and to the mentioned personalization

odule. 

Finally, the Client layer is developed as a web app with intuitive

nd visual representation (diagrams and other graphical tools) of

he attentiveness states of the group and each student, abstracting

rom the complexity of the data level where they are positioned.

t this point, the system can start to be used by the people in-

olved, especially the instructor, who can better adapt and person-

lize teaching strategies. With a focus on individual and group per-

ormance and using real time analytics, the intuitive visual tools

uggest and facilitate decision-making and student management.

he actual quantification of the students’ attention is displayed in

he visualization layer, and can be used to personalize instruction

ccording to the specific student, enabling the instructor to act dif-

erently with different students, and also to act differently with the

ame student, according to his/her past and present level of atten-

ion. 

.2. Methodology 

The aim of this work is to compare a normal and an assessment

lass at the Secondary School of Caldas das Taipas, Guimarães,
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Table 2 

Results of the Kruskall–Wallis test and mean values for each class and each feature. 

Feature Symbol Significance Mean evaluation Mean normal 

Mouse velocity mv 0,0011 0,49 0,53 

Mouse acceleration ma 0,0010 0,54 0,57 

Click duration cd 0,0035 245,38 159,83 

Time between clicks tbc 0,0966 1964,19 3063,11 

Distance between click dbc 0,0 0 01 150,83 206,12 

Duration distance clicks ddc 0,0545 143,04 143,97 

Excess distance between clicks edbc 0,0 0 0 0 154,00 309,48 

Absolute excess distance between click aedbc 0,0 0 0 0 1,54 2,05 

Absolute sum distance between clicks asdbc 0,0094 4006,31 5038,24 

Distance point to line between clicks dplbc 0,0169 21,611,0 0 0,0 0 37,026,20 0,0 0 

Absolute distance point between clicks adpbc 0,1361 157,647,00 208,223,00 
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Portugal. We want to determine if classes with different goals have

a significant effect on mouse and keyboard dynamics and how can

we estimate attention level. 

For this purpose, a group of 13 (10 girls and 3 boys) art students

were selected to participate, whose average age is seventeen years

old. On different weeks, they have a normal and an assessment les-

son, where they have access to an individual computer and three

hours to complete a task. The lesson started at 8:30 and finished at

11:00 a.m. Students received, at the beginning of the lesson, a doc-

ument with the goals of the task. The normal and the assessment

lessons contained tasks to be completed using Photoshop. 

Data collection was carried out using a logger application de-

veloped in previous work [33,34] . The data collected by the logger

application, characterizing the students’ interaction patterns, is ag-

gregated in a server to which the logger application connects after

the student logs in. This application runs in the background, which

makes the data acquisition process, a completely transparent one

from the point of view of the student. 

3.3. Data analysis 

In this section we show the existence of different behaviors in

the two different lessons. Data was analyzed in two different ways.

First, a general analysis was carried out in which statically methods

were used to obtain preliminary conclusions. Second, an individual

analysis was made in order to compare the different moments. 

Although the collected data describes the interaction with both

the mouse and the keyboard, only data from the mouse was con-

sidered in this analysis. This is due to the characteristics of the

task, which was based on Photoshop, that requires mostly the in-

teraction with the mouse The amount of data collected from the

keyboard was too small to allow sound analyses. Another impor-

tant aspect worth mentioning is that Photoshop requires a precise

use of the mouse, which makes it a suitable application to the cur-

rent study. 

In a preliminary analysis of the data, we concluded that there

are indeed different interaction patterns depending on the type

of lesson analyzed. To conclude this, we considered the distribu-

tions of the data collected and analyzed the statistical significance

of their differences. To this end, we used the Kruskal–Wallis test.

Table 2 details the mean value of each feature in each class (evalu-

ation and normal class). It also details the p -value of the Kruskal–

Wallis test. 

When data from the two classes is compared, the first conclu-

sion is that the differences observed are statistically significant in

nearly all features, with the exception of Time Between Clicks, Dis-

tance During Clicks, and Average Distance Point Between Clicks. 

Moreover, the mean values of the features are consistently

lower in the evaluation class. In most of the features, this indicates

an increased performance (e.g. a smaller average distance between

clicks means that the student moved the mouse in a more effi-
ient manner). However, in the case of mouse velocity, for exam-

le, a smaller velocity could point out a slower, and thus less effi-

ient, movement. In past work we concluded that a slower mouse

elocity is indeed necessary for the student to achieve increased

ccuracy in mouse movement: moving the mouse too fast would

ake precise movements more difficult to carry out. This is espe-

ially true in tasks such as those of this study. A similar trend hap-

ens with mouse acceleration and click duration. The remaining

eatures consistently show increased performance in the evaluation

lass. 

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the values for all the users and

or each feature. It is clear that the results of each feature are very

ifferent in the two lessons. The students react in different ways

n the assessment and normal lesson. We can also consider that,

n general, they are more focused on the assessment lesson be-

ause they have a slower mouse velocity and mouse acceleration,

 smaller distance of the point to line between clicks and higher

lick duration. 

The selected features characterize several aspects of interac-

ion on both normal and assessment lessons. However, this doesn’t

ean that they are all affected equally or that they are all affected

t all when they have an assessment. A curious property of these

eatures comparing the normal and the assessment lesson was that

he mouse velocity and the mouse acceleration are lower and the

lick duration is higher in the assessment lesson. Fig. 4 compares

he histograms of mv, ma, and cd and evidences the differences

etween the two classes. 

From these studies we conclude that the most significantly af-

ected features are mv, ma, cd, tbc, dbc, ddc, edbc, ssdbc, and

plbc. In all these features almost all students show statistically

ignificant differences when comparing the two lessons. 

.4. Class prediction 

One of the aspects we would like to evaluate in this study is the

nfluence of the class in the student, taking into account the learn-

ng techniques and all the surroundings in the environment. In this

ense, we apply neural networks to classify the classes and esti-

ate a class from the results obtained from a student. After study-

ng the various classification techniques applied in learning sys-

ems, this part discusses an ensemble method proposed that com-

ines the predicted outputs from two different classifiers, namely

LP, the traditional classifier and SVM, to obtain better classifica-

ion results. 

The data is supplied to the MLP and SVM classifiers respectively

nd then the results from both the classifications are combined to

ive an improved prediction of the data classification. 

Initially, we proposed an approach based on combining the out-

uts of two or more experts (MLP and SVM). This solution can

e appropriated in some cases. However, we observed that the

imple combination of the experts does not provide learning and
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Fig. 3. Distributions of the data collected in the two different classes (evaluation vs. normal), in four different features: mouse velocity, mouse acceleration, click duration 

and distance of the pointer do the line between clicks. 

Fig. 4. Comparing mv, ma, and cd during the lessons. 
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daptation capacities, which makes it difficult to improve the out-

ut of the individual experts. Thus, we proposed the solution

hown in Fig. 5 where the outputs of the individual experts are

ombined taking into account the input data. This way, it is possi-

le to take into account both the characteristics of the input data

nd the strategies of the individual classifiers and to obtain an au-

omated learning model. In our proposal, we have implemented

wo different strategies for the ensemble of information: MLP and

VM. Both of them are analyzed in detail in the experiments. 

We have implemented a hybrid ANN in order to predict the

earning style of the students, which the system received the data

rom biometrics behavior and used tasks. It’s a hybrid prediction

ethod based on MLP and SVM classifier that uses these sources of

nowledge and provide the predictions of learning styles for which

he system is able to generate more arguments to justify their suit-

bility. Fig. 6 presented this system where the same information is

he input on MLP classifier, SVM classifier. The output class provide

 predict learning style of each student. 
. Preliminary results 

During the two lessons, the monitoring system was used to

ssess the interaction of the students with the computer and to

uantify their level of attentiveness. To quantify attentiveness the

ollowing methodology was followed. Asides from capturing the in-

eraction of the students with the computer, the monitoring sys-

em also registers the applications with which students are inter-

cting. We analyzed all the applications used by all students and

abeled each one of them as belonging to the task or not. We then

uantify the amount of time that each student spends interacting

ith applications related to the task versus other applications. 

Table 3 details the results of this quantification. Students have a

learly different attitude in the two lessons: when being evaluated,

hey spend more time interacting with task-related applications,

 sign that they are more focused on the task. The results thus

oint out, not only, that it is possible to quantify student attentive-

ess in a non-intrusive way, but also that attention is higher when
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Fig. 5. An ensemble for classification. Ensemble composed of the input data and 

the output of individual experts. 

Fig. 6. Ensemble composed of the input data, SVM and MLP classifier, and the out- 

put of individual experts. 

Table 3 

Total time (seconds) devoted to the task and percentage of total time de- 

voted to the task, while being assessed and while in a normal class, for 

each student. 

Student 

Assessment Normal 

Total time (s) %Time (%) Total time (s) %Time (%) 

T7110 0 01 315,622 67 69,020 31 

T7110 0 03 241,601 55 125,307 32 

T7110 0 05 247,514 63 180,726 40 

T7110 0 06 157,111 36 49,407 19 

T7110 0 07 317,728 53 70,126 30 

T7110 0 08 249,251 58 78333 26 

T7110 0 09 426,473 72 213,049 53 

T7110010 323,952 74 145,113 40 

T7110011 384,571 71 73,786 20 

T7110012 358,157 58 15,773 30 

T7110013 83,524 48 158,886 40 

Table 4 

Classification for keyboard, mouse and tasks. 

MLP (%) SVM (%) Ensamble (%) 

Keyboard 72 81 84 

Mouse 65 63 69 

Tasks 83 84 86 
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nder evaluation. This was an expected conclusion but it nonethe-

ess validates the proposed approach. 

We also analyzed the correlation between the level of attentive-

ess and the score of the students in the task. There is a weak pos-

tive correlation (0.41) between the two variables. We believe that

his value is not higher for two reasons: (1) this class is mostly

omposed by “excellent” students and (2) the task was of average

ifficulty. Thus, there were not many differences in the scores. In

uture work we will study this relationship in more detail, namely

n different classes and with tasks of different levels of difficulty. 

It is imperative to mention that these features aim to quantify

he student’s work and estimate the level of attentiveness. These

xperiments allow drawing some interesting conclusions about

tudents and their behavior during the assessment. However, this

est was implemented in a good class with higher scores in all sub-

ects. Yet, they react in different ways during normal or assessment

essons. We can see that they are more focused on the assessment

esson so they have a higher attention level in these situations. The

eacher needs to improve the results the level of attention in nor-

al class because he has an average of 33% of student work. This

pplication shows to the teacher that he needs to change the activ-

ty; he must improve different ways how he presents the activity

r the level of difficulty in order to increases attentiveness. 

We also concluded that there are also significant differences in

he interaction patterns when comparing the two lessons, where

he students react in different way in a normal and assessment

esson. 

The classification tests for the keyboard, mouse and tasks data

ere carried out splitting the data into training (70%) and test

30%) datasets using the Resample filter for each type of lesson

etected in each experiment. The training datasets from all the

lasses are then combined to form the final training dataset. The

esults obtained are (shown in Table 4 .) 

It is necessary to remark that the results obtained demonstrate

hat it is very difficult to predict the class from the data obtained. 

. Discussion and conclusions 

The work developed so far resulted in a very useful system for

he teachers that can improve learning strategies in order to in-

rease learning of his/her students. However, the data collected

rom each student was very limited. As mentioned in Section 2.3 ,

ach student has his/her learning styles and reacts differently in

ifferent days of the week and even in different times of the day.

or this reason, this system must collect a certain amount of data

f each student in different hours of the day and in different days

f the week. With this data collected, the system will create a pro-

le for each student in the class that is accessible to the teacher. 

When the system has dataset that are large enough it may per-

orm a more precise classification, classifying the inputs received

nto different attention levels in real-time. Using this, the teacher

ay take different measures depending on the profile of the group

nd/or profile of each student. 

The Classification layer has access to the current and histori-

al state of the group from a global perspective, but can also refer

o each student individually. For that, this layer uses the machine

earning mechanisms. After the classification, the enhancing user

ehavior profile is actualized in the Database Behavior Profile. 
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Technology makes enhanced learning/teaching processes pos-

ible, overcoming restrictions such as qualified instructor’s avail-

bility, time restrictions, and individual monitoring, just to name

 few. A framework was proposed to address these issues, espe-

ially to monitoring students in learning activities. Narrowing the

cope of the study, a model to detect attentiveness was proposed,

hrough the use of a developed log tool. With this tool it is possi-

le to detect those factors dynamically and non-intrusively, making

t possible to foresee negative situations, allowing to take actions

o mitigate them. 

The door is thus open to intelligent platforms that allow to ana-

yze students’ profiles, taking into account their individual charac-

eristics, and to propose new strategies and actions. By providing

nstructors with access to this information, we allow them to bet-

er manage their interactions with the students, namely by point-

ng out the most problematic cases of inattention in real-time. 
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